The Stinger® is one of the highest quality refrigerant recovery units on the market. Its powerful compressor will pump refrigerants at a quick pace while preventing pollutants from escaping into the environment. This refrigerant recovery machine has been designed with R410A in mind in addition to other refrigerants, and is perfect for residential and light commercial contractors.

**Stinger®**

**Features & Benefits:**

- Vacuum shut off allowing for unattended recovery operation
- Easy-to-read low vacuum/tank full LED
- Carrying strap
- Improved packaging to protect knobs and gauges
- Larger condensor provides better heat dissipation on hot days: *important for R410A*
- High torque motor on compressor handles higher pressure under load
- Handles almost all refrigerants
- Labeling on rear of unit with directions for proper connection
- Lightweight and compact
- One year over-the-counter warranty
The new Stinger® comes equipped with the new vacuum shut off allowing for unattended recovery operation, an easy-to-read low vacuum/tank full LED, carrying strap, and improved packaging to protect knobs and gauges. Providing you with new safety and reliability, the upgraded Stinger® is capable of recovering all commonly used* CFC, HFC and HCFC refrigerants, including R410A (Puron™). The unit is easy to operate and is ideal for evacuating both residential and light commercial systems. A simple purge system prevents cross contamination of refrigerants without changing a hose.

*Not for use with R11, R113 or R123